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NMIONAL ADVISORY COMMl'I"I'EE FOR lIERONAUTICS 

RESEARCH MEMORANDUM 

for the 

Air Materiel Command, U. S. Air Force 

FREE-SPINNING, LONGITUDINAL-TRIM, AND TUMBLING CHARACTERI8rICS OF A 

l:..-SCALE MODEL OF TEE CONSOLIDATED VULTEE MX-8l3 (PROTOI'YPE 
20 

OF XP-92) AmPL.ANE AS DE1'ERMJJf.ED IN TEE LANGLEY 2Q-;FOor 

FREE-SPINNING TUNNEL 

By Ralph W. Stone, Jr. and Richard P. White 

SUMMARY 

An investigation has been conducted in the Langley 20-foot :free
spinning tunnel to evaluate the spin, longitudinal-trim, and tumbling 

characteristics of a ~-scale model of the Consolidated Vultee 
20 

MX-8l3 airplane. The effects of control position were determined for 
the model ballasted to represent the airplane in its design gross weight 
loading. 

The model, in general, .. muld not spin but demonstrated a tendency to 
trim at very high stalled angles of attack. static tests substantiated 
the dynamic tests as regards the trim characteristics. Movement of the 
elevator, however, from up to slightly down was effective in pitching 
the model from stalled to normal trim attitudes. The model would not 
tumble. 

INTRODUCTION 

At the request of the Air Materiel Command, U. S. Air Force, tests 
have been performed in the Langley 20-foot free-spinning tunnel to 

evaluate the free-spinning characteristics of a ~.scale model of the 
20 

Consolidated Vultee MX-8l3 airplane~ Force tests and tests with the 
model free to pitch were also performed to determine the longitudinal
trim characteristics of the model at attitudes above the stall. Tumbling 
tests "Tere also maie. 

........-...;, 
~. 
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The MX--813" which is the prototype of' the XP-92 airplane" is a . 
f'lying....:wing jet-propelled airplane having a delta plan f'orm. the leading' 
apex of' which is 600 • Longitudinal and lateral control are combined in 
one pair of' control surf'aces called elevons. Two alternate vertical
tail arrangements" which were being considered f'or the airplane" were 
tested. One configuration consisted of' a single vertical tail in the 
plane of' -symmetry" the other consisted of' dual vertical tails located at 
the wing tips. As originally designed" wing f'illets termed by 
Consolidated Vultee "wing plan f'orm. dorsal f'ins" f'aired the leading edge 
of' the basic wing plan f'orm. into the contour of' the fuselage. Because 
of' stability considerations" however" tbe wing f'illets have not been 
incorporated into the prototype airplane and were eliminated f'rom the 
spin-tunnel model after a f'ew preliminary tests. 

Wi th the model in its design gross weight loading" the current 
investigation included erect and inverted spin tests f'or the single
vertical-tail conf'iguration" erect spin tests only f'or the dual-vertical
tail configuration" and tumbling tests f'or both tail configurations. 
The investigation also included f'orce tests made f'or angles of' attack 
ranging f'rom 900 to -900 • Longitudinal-trim tests f'or which the model 
was molIDted in the tunnel and allowed to rotate f'reely in pitch about a 
lateral axis were also perf'ormed f'or the normal center-of'-grav1ty location. 
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SYMBOLS .AND COEFFICIENTS 

wing span" f'eet 

wing area" square f'eet 

mean aerodynamic chord, f'eet 

ratio of' distance of' cente~- of' gravity rearward of' leading 
edge of' mean aerodynamic chord to mean aerodynamic chord 

ratio of' distance between center of' gravity and fuselage 
ref'erence line to mean aerodynamic chord" positive when 
center of' gravity is below f'uselage ref'erence line 

mass of' airplane, slugs 

moments of' inertia about X-" Y-" and z-.:body axes" respectively" 
slug-f'eet2 

inertia yawing-moment parameter 
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Iy - IZ 

m.b2 

p 

a. 

v 

q 

~ c.g. 

inertia rolling-moment paramete-r 

inertia pitching-moment parameter 

air density, slugs per cubic foot 

relative density of airplane (p~ ) 
angle between fuselage reference line and vertical, 

approximately equal to absolute value of angle of 
attack at plane of symmetry, degrees 

ftull-scale true rate of descent, feet per second 

angle between span axis and horizontal, degrees 

full-scale angular velocity about spin axis, revolutions 
per second 

dynamic pressure, pounds per square foot 

lift coefficient iLift/qS) 

drag coefficient (Drag/qS) 

pitching-moment coefficient (Mc/4/qSc),'where Mc/4 is 
the pitching moment about the 25-percent point of the 
mean aerodynamic chord 

pitching-moment coefficient (Mc.g./qSc), where Mc •g • is 
the pitching moment about the center of gravity of 
the airplane 

angle of yaw about the z-:body axis, degrees 

elevator deflection, positive when trailing edge is down, degrees 

aileron deflection, degrees 

rudder deflection, positive when trailing edge is to the 
left, degrees 
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.APPARATUS ..AND MErHODS 

Model 

The ~ scale model of the Consolidated Vultee MX-813 airplane was 
20 

built by the manufacturer. It was checked for dimensional accuracy and 
prepared for testing at the Langley Laboratory. At the inception of the 
current tests, two different vertical-tail configurations were under 
consideration. Also, the inclusion ot the wing fillets was on a tentative 
basis. The three-view drawing of figure I shows the airplane with its 
basic wing plan form and single vertical tail. The dashed lines show the 
shapes and dimensions of the dual vertical tails and the wing fillets. 
The dimensional characteristics of the airplane as represented by the 
model are given in table I. 

The model with the single vertical tail and with ~he dual vertical 
tails is show.n in the photographs of figure 2. The wing fillets which 
were included on the model when it was constructed are show.n in both 
photographs. The wing .fillets, as previously in~icated, were removed 
from the model after a few preliminary tests. The full-scale wing area 
with the single vertical tail represented by the model as received from 
the manufacturer and used for the current tests was 375 square feet. 
Although the prototype airplane, as subsequently designe~, had 425 square 
feet of wing area, it was felt that the differences in wing area would not 
appreciably affect the results and therefore no change was made on the 
model. 

As previously indicated, lateral and longitudinal control are combine.d 
in one pair of surfaces called elevons. Longitudinal control is obtained 
by deflection of the elevons together, and lateral control is obtained by 
differential deflections of the elevons. Hereafter; in this report, 
elevon deflections for longitudinal and lateral control will be referred 
to, for Simplicity, as elevator and aileron deflections, respectively. 

The model was ballasted with lead weights to obtain dynamic similarity 
to the prototype airplane~at an altitude of 15,000 feet (p = 0.001496 slug 
per cubic foot). The weiSht, moments of inertia, and center-of-gravity 
location used in ballasting the model were obtained from information 
furnished by Consolidated Vultee. 

A remote-control mechanism was installed in the model to actuate the 
controls for recovery. Sufficient moments were exerted on "the control 
surfaces to move them quickly and completely from the present position to 
the position desired. 

UlAH JJI*} 1 r 
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Wind Tunnel and Testing Technique 

The tests were performed in the Langley 20-foot free-spinning tunnel~ 
the operation of which is generally similar to that described in reference 1 
for the Langley 15-foot free-spinning tunnel. 

Spin tests.- The launching technique for the model has been changed 
from that described in reference I to that in which the model is launched 
by hand with rotation into the vertically rising air stream which is 
adjusted until the force of the rising air stream balances the 1-Teight of 
the model. Recovery from this motion is attempted by moving one or more 
controls by means of a remote-control mechanism. If recovery is effected~ 
the model glides or dives into a safety net. Visual observations and 
motion-picture records are made of the motion exhibited by the model. 

Tn accordance with standard spin-tunnel procedure ~ tests are performed 
to determine the spinning characteristics of the model for the normal 
control configuration for spinning (elevator full up~ ailerons neutral~ and 
rudder full with the spin) and for various other elevator-aileron control 
combinations involving max:imum~ intermediate~ and neutral displacements of 
one or both of these control surfaces. Normally~ recovery from the spin 
is attempted by rapid rudder reversal or by reversal of rudder and elevator. 
To evaluate the possible adverse effects on spin and recovery of small 
deviations from the normal control configuration for spinning~ the elevator 
is set at two-thirds of its full-up deflection (stick two-thirds back) 
while the ailerons are set either one-third against the spin (stick left 
in a right spin) or one-third with the spin (stick right in a right spin)~ 
depending upon which aileron setting will lead to the most critical con
dition. For some models~ aileron settings in both directions are tested 
if it is not obvious which direction will be adverse. Recovery from the 
spin is normally attempted by reversing the rudder from full witll the euin 
to only two-thirds against the spin. This particular control configura-I,ion 
and manipulation is referred. to as the "criterion spin." 

Cessation of the initial spinning motion imparted to the model at 
launching without movement of controls is designated as "no spin." 

Force tests.- The lift~ drag~ and pitching-moment data iV'ere obtained 
by mounting the model on a six-component strain-gage balance in the 
Langley 20-foot tunnel. 

Longitudinal-trim tests.- For the investigation of the longitudinal
trim characteristics~ the model was mounted at its center of gravity in 
such a manner that the stability Y-axis was the only axis of freedom 
(freedom in pitch). At the test airspeed the model was forcibly dis
placed from its normal trimmed position by means of a long pole so that 
the angle of attack ranged through approximately ±.900 • It was then left 
free to assume its original trim attitude or to seek another. Figure 3 
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is a photograph showing the model as it was mounted for testing in the 
Langley 20-foot spin tunnel • 

Tumbling tests.-Two methods of launching were employed in determin
ing the susceptibility of the model to tumbling. For one method, the 
model was held at an attitude approximately 1800 to the vertical air 
stream and was then dropped, thus simulating a whip-stalled condition. 
For the second method 'of launching, the model was again held at 
approximately 1800 to the air stream and then, however, it was given an 
initial pitching rotation by hand. The resulting motions were observed 
and photographed. 

If a model tumbles with either method of launching, it is taken as 
an indication that the corresponding airplane can tumble although the 
airplane probably would be more likely to tumble if the model started 
tumbling when launched with no pitching rotation. If the model stops 
tumbling after being launched with initial pitching rotation, the results 
are interpreted to mean that the corresponding airplane definitely will 
not tumble. 

PRECISION 

The model spin test results are believed to be true values given by 
the model wi thin the following limits: 

~, degrees • • • • 
¢, degrees • • • • 
V, percent ••••• 
n, percent • • • 

Turns for recovery: 

. . . . . . . . . . . . . •• ±l . . . . . . . . . . . · . . . . _. ±l . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . · . . . . . ±5 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • ±2 

{

Obtained from motion-•••• 
picture records 

Obtained visually • • • • 

. . . · . . . . 
· . . . . 

The preceding limits may have been exceeded for a portion of the 
spins in which it was difficult to control the model in the tunnel because 
of the wandering or oscillatory nature of the spin. 

Comparison between model and full-scale spin results (references 1 
and 2) indicates that spin-tunnel results are not always in complete agree
ment with airplane spin results. In general, the models spin at some
what smaller angles of attack, at somewhat higher rates of descent, and 
with 50 to 100 more outward sideslip. This comparison was made, how~ver, 
for conventional airplane designs and may not be applicable to the MX~13 
airplane. 
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Because of the impracticability of ballasting the model exactly and 
because of inadvertent damage suffered by the model during the tests~ the 
measured weight and mass distribution of the model varied from the true 
scaled-down values by amounts wi thin the following 11.mi ts: 

Weight~ percent • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 0 to 2 high 
Center-of-gravity location~ percent c . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 0 

{

IX •••••••••••• • • 0 to 8 high 
Moments of inertia: Iy • • • • • • • • • • • • 1 low to 2 high 

I Z ••• .• • • • • • • • • • • • 0 to 1 high 

The accuracy of mea.suring the weight and mass distribution is 
believed to be wi thin the following limits: 

Weight~ percent • • • • • • • • • • 
Center-of-gravity location~ percent 
Moments of inertia~ percent • • • • 

c •. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
The controls were set with an accuracy of ±lo• 

TESI' CONDITIONS 

Tests were performed for the model conditions listed on table II. 

±l 
±l 
±5 

The mass conditions and inertia parameters for the loadings tested on 
the model (converted to full-scale values) and for the loadings possible 
on the airplane are listed on table III and plotted on figure 4. 

The maximum control deflections used in the tests were: 

Rudders~ degrees • • 

Elevons~ degrees: 

. . . . . . . 
{

As elevators • 
As ailerons • 

30 right~ 30 left 
• • • • 20 up~ 20 down 

• • 15 up~ 15 down 
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Intermediate control deflections tested were: 

Elevons, degrees: 
Deflected as elevators: 

One-quarter • • • • • • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 5 up 
1 1 Two-thirds · . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 13- up, 13- down 

Deflected as ailerons: 

. . . . . . One-quarter • • 

One-third. · . . . . . . 
One-half . . . . . . . . 

3 3 

• • . . . . . . . 
• • • • 5 up, 5 down 

1 1 • • • • . . . • •. 7- up, 7- down 
2 2 

Two-thirds · . . . . . . . . . . . . . 10 up, 10 down 

The same maximum control deflections were used for both vertical
tail configurations. Figure 5 shows the angular deflections of the 
elevons plotted against stick position. 

For all tests, the landing gear was retracted and the cockpit canopy 
was closed. 

The force tests were made at a q of 4 pounds per square foot and 
6 

a corresponding Reynolds number of approximately 0.3 X 10. The tunnel 
turbulence factor is l.8. The Reynolds number was . calculated on the 
basis of the model mean aerodynamic chord of 0.85 foot. No tunnel--wall 
or blocking corrections have been applied to the force data because of 
the small size of the model relative to the diameter of the tunnel. As 
previously indicated, the angle-of-attack range for which the force tests 
were performed was 900 to -900 • 

The tests with the model free to pitch were performed for the normal 
center-of-gravity location of 24 percent of the mean aero~amic chord. 

RESOLTS 

The results of the model spin tests are presented in charts 1 to 4, 
having been converted to full-scale values for the airplane at an 
altitude of 15,000 feet by methods described in reference 1. The model 
gave similar results when launched with spinning rotation either to pilot's 
right or left and therefore all spinning results are arbitrarily presented 
for rotation to pilot's right, only. The results of tests to determine 
the effects of elevator movement on the model motion following launching 
for spin tests are presented on table IV. The lift, drag, and pitching
moment data for the model from -90 to 900 angle of attack are plotted on 
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f'igure 6. The results of' the tumble tests f'or both the single- and dual
vertical-tail conf'igurations are presented on table V. 

DISCUSSION 

Spin Tests 

Single-vertical-tail conf'iguration.- The results of' spin tests f'or 
the model with the single-vertical-tail conf'iguration loaded to represent 
the prototype airplane in its design gross weight loading (model loading 1 
on table III and f'igure 4) are given in chart 1. The model would not 
spin f'or any control conf'iguration. For the normal control conf'iguration 
f'or spinning (elevator up~ ailerons neutral~ and rudder f'ull with the 
spin) ~ the launching rotation was expended rapidly and the model trimmed 
at an angle of' attack of' 560

• When the elevator was neutral~ ailerons 
neutral~ the model trimmed in a steep unstalled dive~ and when the elevator 
was f'ull down~ the model trimmed inverted at a stalled negative 
attitude (a = -850 ). 

With the ailerons set f'ull against the spin f'or all elevator settings~ 
the launched spinning rotation was damped very rapidly and a rolling 
oscillation started which increased in magnitude until the model rolled 
continually about the longitudinal body axis. The angle between the 
longitudinal body axis and the air stream. was well above the stall f'or all 
elevator positions. 

For the criterion spin with t~e ailerons set at one-third of' their 
f'ull def'lection against the 'spin~ the rolling motion was again evident~ 
commencing simultaneously with the cessation of' the enf'orced spin 
rotation. The angle between the longitudinal body axis and the direction 
of'the air stream. was 750 • Strip f'ilm f'rom motion-picture records showing 
the cessation of' the hand-f'orced'spin rotation and the ensuing rolling 
motion is shown in f'igure 7. 

An investigation of' various other intermediate settings of' ailerons 
against the spin and elevator up was made to determine the limits of' 
control positions (elevator and ailerons) f'or which steep conditions 
would exist. With the elevator neutral~ steep conditions were obtained 
unless the aileron def'lection against the spin was one-half' the f'ull 
def'lection or greater. With the elevator as little as one-f'if'th up~ 
however~ f'or any aileron-against settings~ f'lat conditions appeared 
possible. It appears~ theref'ore~ that aileron-against settings should 
be avoided on the airplane and that up-elevator def'lections will be 
conducive to f'lat trim attitudes on the airplane. 

When the ailerons were set with the spin~ results similar to those 
f'or ailerons neutral were obtained. 
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The results of tests performed to establish the effect of movement 
of the elevator down during the stalled attitudes resulting when the 
imposed spin rotational motion of the model had ceased are presented in 
table IV. -The results indicate that, in order to obtain effective control 
over the stalled trim, movement of the stick somewhat forward of neutral 
should be adequate. Moving the elevator to neutral did not appear 
sufficiently effective while moving the elevator from full up to full 
down caused the model to pitch inverted and to trim inverted at a stalled 
attitude. 

In order to effect recovery from a stalled attitude which may be 
encountered, it is recommended that the stick be pushed forward of neutral 
longi tudinally and neutralized laterally. Care should be exercised to 
keep the stick from reaching its maximum longitudinally forward position 
to prevent the possibility of the airplane trimming on its back. Care 
should also be exercised to avoid aileron-against control settings. 

The results of preliminary tests made with the single-vertical-tail 
configuration with wing fillets installed on the mo~el are presented in 
chart 2. Comparison of these results with those[o;t' chart 1 shows a 
definite adverse effect of the wing fillets in tnat flat spins were 
obtained for some control configurations and flat stalled attitudes 
persisted even for conditions in which the elevators were neutral. 

Dual-vertical-tail configuration.- The results for the model with 
the dual-vertical-tail configuration (loading 6 on table III ~d 
figure 4) are given in chart 3 and table IV. The characteristics of the 
model with the dual vertical tails are similar to t~ose for the single
vertical-tail configuration. The rolling motion obtained, when the 
ailerons were deflected against the spin, with the single vertical tail 
did not exist with the dual vertical tails, but an oscillatory wallowing 
motion existed in its place. It is reco~ded that the same techniques 
for recovery from stalled trimmed condiuions recommended for the single
vertical-tail configuration be used for the dual-vertical-tail 
configuration. 

Inverted spins.- The results of the inverted spin tests performed 
on the model for the single-vertical-tail configuration are-given on 
chart 4 for launching rotations to the pilot's right. The order used 
in presenting data for inverted spins is different from that used for 
erect spins. For inverted spins, "controls crossed" for the established" 
spin (right rudder pedal forward and stick to pilot's left for a _spin to,' 
pilot t s right) is presented to the right of the chart and "stick back" at C 
the bottom of the chart. When the controls are "crossed" in the estab
lished inverted spin, the ailerons aid the rolling motion; when the 
controls are "together," the ailerons oppose the rolling motion. The 
angle of wing tilt ¢ on the chart is given as up or down relative to 
the ground. 
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For all control configurations~ except those for which the controls 
were together and the stick was neutral~ two-thirds or full forward 
longitudinally~ the model would not spin but was violently oscillatory 
in roll~ generally rolling continually about the longitudinal body axis 
or rolling to an erect attitude. The ensuing motions were~ in general~ 
similar to those described for erect spin tests with similar control 
configurations. The inverted spins obtained were smooth and steady and 
at high angles of attack (~ = 760 to 820 ). Recovery from the spin in 
which the stick was longitudinally full forward was effected in one 
turn by rapid full rudder movement against the spin. Following recovery 
from this spin~ the model dived steeply with some oscillation in roll. 
Recovery was not attempted from the other spins but the results of tests 
for all three spins when launched with the rudder preset full against 
the spin (left rudder pedal forward~ when launched With rotation to the 
pilotts right) were similar~ indicating rapid recovery characteristics 
for all spins. The results indicate that recovery from any inverted 
spin obtained should be possible by reversing the rudder and neutralizing' 
the stick laterally and longitudinally. 

Loading variations.- Inasmuch as the spin and recovery characteristics 
of the model with the single and dual vertical tails installed were very 
similar, it appears that the difference in loading between the two 
condi tions (loadings 1 and 6 on table III and figure 4) had little or no 
influence on the spin and recovery characteristics and it was therefore 
felt that the spin and recovery characteristics of the model for the 
other possible loadings for the prototype airplane (table III and 
figure 4) ~ would be similar to the results presented in charts 1 and 3. 

static Foree Tests 

The results of the static force tests are presented in figure 6.' 
The three elevator pOSitions of full up~ neutral~ and full down were 
used in obtaining the force and moment data. 

With the elevator full up~ the pitching-moment curve (CM against Cr.) 
indicates a trim condition for the model at ~ = 600 in figure 6(a) which 
is in good agreement with the spin results where it was shown that the 
model trimmed at ~ ='560 following cessation of the spinning rotation. 

In figure 6(b) for 8e = Oo~ two trim conditions are shown for the 
model~ one in the normal angle-of-attack range and the other above the 
stall (~ approximately 540 ). Force and moment results for a delta wing 
plan form, with no fuselage ~ obtained at approximately the same Reynolds 
number have been compared to the results for the model at 8e = 00 and 
are shown in the same figure. .It may be inferred from the comparison 
that the highly stalled trim attitude~ shown possible for the model~ is 
due to fuselage interference. Dynamic test results for the same, control 
configuration (chart 1) show only 'a steep trim condition following 
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cessation of launching rotation. Tests of elevator movement (table IV)3 
however 3 show that when the elevator is moved from up tp neutra~3 
recovery from stalled attitudes (existing when the elevator was up) was 
not sufficiently reliable to be considered satisfactorY3 indicating some 
influence of the apparent second trim condi tion with elevators neutral 
as shown in figure 6 (b) • 

Reference to the results obtained for the elevator-full-down setting 
given in figure 6(c) shows a neutrally stable condition (dCM/d~ 

approximately 0) in the positive angle-of-attack quadrant (00 to 900
) and 

a trim condition at a high negative angle of attack (~= -600 ). For the 
spin tests3 the model trimmed at a similarly high negative angle of attack. 

Figure 6(d) presents a comparison between pitching-moment data 

obtained for the subject model and that obtained for a 1 a-scale model 
12.7 

of the MX-813 airplane in the GALCIT 100foot wind tunnel at 0e = 00 • 

The data show good agreement up to CL = 1.0. Above CL = 1.0, however, 

in the stalled region, there is a discrepancy as the data show the subject 

model to be unstable and the 12: 78-BCale GALCIT model to be stable in 

pitch. This discrepancy in the respective stability characteristics of 
the two models in the region of the stall may be attributed to the 
Reynolds number difference at which the two models were tested; the 
Reynolds number for the GALCIT tests was 2 X 106 while that for the 
current tests was 0.3 x 106 • Insofar as the GALCIT tests, which were 
performed at the higher Reynolds numbers, more nearly approximate full
scale conditions, the force data obtained for the spin model should be 
regarded as being conservative as regards longitudinal trim characteristics. 

Longitudinal~rim Tests 

The results of the longitudinal-trim tes~s show that with the model 
mounted in the tunnel on a lateral axis through the normal center-of
gravity location, trim attitudes were obtained for three elevator 
settings which qualitatively verified the results of trim attitudes 
obtained for the spin and static force tests. These results are ~ot 
published in detail in this report. 

Tumbling Tests 

The results of tumbling tests with the single-vertical-tail configu
ration and with the dUal-vertical-tail configuration are presented in 
table V. As explained previously, two methods of launching the model 
were employed: for one method the model was launched from a nose-up 
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position to simulate a whip stall; for the second method, the model was 
given an initial tumbling rotation about a lateral axis. The results 
indicate that for either tail configuration the model exhibited no 
tendency to tumble. Whether launched from a nose-up position to simulate 
a whip stall or given an initial pitching rotation about a lateral axis, 
the pitching rotation was heavily damped. 

CONCLUSIONS 

The following conclusions have been made based on cl3namic 8l?-d static 
1 ' tests which were performed on a ---scale model of the Consolidated Vultee 

20 
MX-813 airplane in its design gross weight loading in the Langley 20-foot 
free--spinning tunnel: 

1. The airplane will not spin erect but may trim at high stalled 
angles of attack when the stick is back longitudinally. Neutralization 
of the stick laterally and movement of the stick forward of neutral is 
recommended to regain up.stalled flight. Aileron-against settings should 
be avoided. 

2. The airplane may spin inverted when the controls are together and 
may trim inverted at high stalled angles of attack when the stick is 
forward longitudinally. Rapid rudder reversal is recommended to terminate 
the spin and neutralization of the stick laterally and movement of the 
stick rearward of neutral is recommended to regain unstalled flight. 

3. The airplane will not tumble. 

Langley Aeronautical Laboratory 
National Advisory Committee for Aeronautics 

Langley Field, Va. 

Approved: ~ .2.. ~ 

Aeronautical Research Scientist 

~c4a4d ~ tvlu.zi 
Richard P • White 

Aeronautic~ Research Scientist 

(JA ~~h~mas A. Harris 
Chief of Stability Research Division 

KBC 
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TABLE I.- DThlENSIONAL cHARACTERisrrcs -oF THE CONSOLIDATED VULTEE 

MI-8J-3 AIRPIJINE .AS SmULATED ON THE io -SCALE SPIN MODEL 

Length, over-all, ~eet 

Wing: 
Span, ~eet 
Area, square ~eet 
Section, parallel to airplane center line 

l-1ean aerodynamic chord, ~eet 
Leading edge c behind leading apex 

angle wing, inches 
SWeepback of leading edge of wing, degrees 
Tip chord, inches 
Root chord, inches 
Wing dihedral, degrees 
Taper ratio 
Aspect ratio 
Canter o~ gravity to elevon hinge, ~eet 
Canter of gravity to rudder hinge, ~eet 
Elevon: 

Chord behind hinge line (constant), 
inches 

Area of each elevon behind hinge line, 
square feet 

Vertical tail: 
Total area, square ~eet 
Rudder area behind hinge line, 

square feet 
Chord behind hinge line (constant), inches 

Single vertical tail 

41.37 

29.42 
375.0 

NACA 65(006)-006.5 
16.99 

101.98 
60 
o 

305.8 
o 
o 
2.32 

10.53 
n.86 

34.4 

33.2 

13.4 
19.2 

Aspect ratio (b2/S) 1.15 
~ONFfC)ENTiAt 

o 

Dual vertical tails 

41.37 

22.83 
366.4 

NACA 65(006)-006.5 
16.99 

101.98 
60 
68.6 

305.8 
o 
0.224 
1.42 

10.53 
u.86 

34.4 

25.73 

47.26 each 

7.3 each 
21.0 

1.28 

~ 
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~fieg,., 
TABLE II.- MODEL CONDITIONS TESl'ED ON THE J:....SCALE MODEL OF THE 1«-813 AIRPLANE 

20 

(a) Dynamic Tests 

Spin tests 

Simulated full-scale loading Type of launching Model configuration Data presented in 
" . 

Design gross weight Erect spin Single vertical tail Chart I 

Design gross weight --------do------- Single vertical tail Chart 2 
and wing fillets 

Design gross weight --------do------- Dual vertical tail Chart 3 

Design gross weight Inverted spin Single vertical tail Chart 4-

Dynamic elevator movement tests 

Design gross weight Erect spin Single vertical tail Table IV 

Design gross weight -------- do.------ Dual vertical tail Table IV 

Tumbling tests 

Design gross weight Tumbling Single vertical tail Table V 

Design gross weight -------- do.-----_ Dual vertical tail Table V 

-, ' ...-~ --.. - , . 
oJ 



I 

TABLE II.- MODEL CONDn'IONS TEsrED ON THE ...1.·SCALE MODEL 
20 

OF THE MX:-8l3 AIRPLANE (Concluded) 

(b) Static Tests a 

Elevator Aileron Rudder 

· .. · · i • ••• ••• • • ••• • • • •• •• •••• •• •• •• 

I Model configuration x/c setting, 5e setting, 5a setting, 5r Data presented in 
(deg) (deg) (deg,) 

Single vertical tail 0.241 -20 0 0 Figure 6 

Single vertical tail .241 0 0 0 Figure 6 

Single vertical tail .241 20 0 0 Figure 6 

""-

aq = 4 pounds per square foot; W = 00
; Reynolds number = 0.3 X 106. 

&1 E 2 iLl&IL 
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110. 

1 

2 

3 

4 

5 

1 

6 

6 

TJlBLE III.- MASS Cl!JIBACTERISrICS AlID INERTIA l'JiRA1'!lm:RS FOR VlIRI0U8 LOADIlIGS l'~ ON TIlE CONSOLIDlIrED 

VlJL'l'EB MX-8l3 AmPLAliE AlID FOR TIlE LOADIl1GS !!!EBrED ox TIlE MODEL 

fuodel values are given as corresponding f'ull-scale values; ==ts 01: inertia are given about the centar 01: grav:1ty] 

Center-of-grav1ty 
Relat1ve Moments 01: inertIa airplane !-!ass par8lU>ters location dens1ty (Il) 

( slug-feet2) 

Loading lleight 
(lb) 

x/c z/c 
Sea AltItude 

IX Iy I z 
IX -Iy Iy-Iz Iz-IX 

level 15,000 I:eet ~ ~ --;;2 

Airplane values, (a) single vertical tail 

llesign gross 11,600 0.241 0.002 13.73 21.82 4,110 27,270 29,629 -742 x 1~ -76 X 10-4 818 X 10-4 
veight 

llesign gross 10,337 .241 .002 12.23 19.4 3,920 26,985 29,386 -830 -86 916 
veight less 
1/2 fuel 

llesign graM 9,075 .241 .002 10.74 17.07 3,748 26,730 29,149 -942 -99 1041 
ve1ght less 
all fuel 

llesign gross 10,529 .226 .002 12.46 19.81 3,945 27,029 29,423 -815 -85 900 
veight -lIX>st 
forward center 
of grav:1ty 

llosign gross 10,143 .254 .002 12.0 19.08 3,902 26,925 29,309 -844 ~ 931 
veight - most 
rearvard 
center of 
grav:1ty 

V.odel valUBS 

llesign gross 11,648 0.240 0.014 13·80 21.93 3,989 27,619 29,557 -754 X 10-4 -62 X 10-4 816 X 10-4 
veight 

Airplane values, (b) dual vertIcal tails 

llesign gross 11,600 0.241 0.002 18.11 28.79 4,721 27,061 30,475 -1190 X 10-4 -182 X 1~ 1372 X 10-4 
veight 

J.!odel values 

DesIgn gross 11,598 0.241 0.002 18.10 28.78 4,713 27,078 T 30,560 -1192 X 10-4 -186 X 10-4 1378 X 10-4 
weIght 

_. _~ ...... _ "'_- -rro";,~ __ .'::'~· NACA 
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CHARACTERIBrICS OF THE MODEL 

I]j:levator lIl!lVed when leunchlng rotation had damped; design gross weight (loadings 1 and 7 on table III 
and figure 4); landing gear retracted; cockpit closed; rudder full with direction of rotation] 

Aileron 
position 

Neutral 

Do-----

Do-----

Do-----

Do-----

Full with 

Do -----

Full 
against 

Neutral 

Do-----. 

Do-----

Do-----

Do-----

Elevator 
IOOvement 

Full up to 
neutral 

Full up to 
1/4 down 

Full up to 
1/2 down 

Full up to 
3/4 down 

Full up to 
full down 

Full up to 
neutral 

Neutral to 
full 
down 

Neutral to 
full 
down 

Full up to 
neutral 

Full up to 
1/4 down 

Full up to 
1/2 down 

Full up to 
3/4 down 

Full up to 
full 
down 

Angle of attack of model 
before elevator 

movement, a. 
(deg) 

Single vertical tail 

64 

42 

71 

Dual vertical tails 

61 

61 

61 

61 

61 

Behavior of model following elevator m:lVement 

Model pitches to a. = 3~ approximately, and 
after making one spiraling turn glides at 
a somewhat amaller unstalled angle of attack 

Model pitches to very steep angle of attack 
(a. close to 0°) and dives at this attitude 
or a amall negative attitude (a. = -5°) 

Model pitches to very steep angle of attack 
(a. close to 0°) and dives out at amall 
negative attitude (a. = _10°) 

Model pitches inverted and trims in a stalled 
inverted attitude (a. = ~5°, approximately) 
glide 

Model pitches inverted and trims in a stalled 
inverted attitude (a. = ~50, approximately) 
glide 

Model pitches to a. = 44° and trims in this 
stalled attitude with Blight rolling 
oscillation 

Model pitches to a. = 25° and after one 
spiraling turn, rolls inverted and dives 
at a. = -20" 

Model pitches to a. = 65°; remaining in this 
stalled attitude commences rOlling about 
the longitudinal body axis (rolling motion 
is with ailerons) 

Hodel pitches to a. = 250, approximately, then 
dives out rolling about longitudinal body 
axis 

Model pitches to a. = 90, approximately, then 
dives out at this attitude 

Model pitches to a. = 31° and glides out 
either (a) erect or (b) rolls inverted and 
glides out inverted 

Model pitches to a. = 48° then rolls to 
inverted attitude for which a. = ~Oo and 
trims in glide at this attitude 

Model immediately pitchs to an inverted 
attitude (a. = ~O) end trims in a glide at 
this attitude 
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S"X iLi!! i 

Wesign gross weight (loadings 1 and 1 on table III and f'1gure 4); landing gear 
retracted; cockpit closed; rudder neutral.] 

- --
Single vertical. taU 

-.-
Elevator Aileron Tunnel airspeed 
setting setting (rt/sec fUll scal.e) Behavior of model follov:\ng release 

(a) 1·!ode1launched nose up to simulate a whip stell 

Up lfeutral. 147 Ttunbling rotation heavily damped - model 

trims in a steep glide after ~ 
revolution in pitch 

Neutral. Neutral. 147 Model made t to 1~ turns in tumble then 

trimmed inverted in (a) a spin or (b) began 
to roll about the longitudinal body axis 

Dmm lfeutral. 147 Ttunb1ing rotation heavily damped model trims 
in a glide spiraling to the right after 1 

to 1~ pitching,revo1utions 

(b) Model given an initial. pitching rotation about a lateral. axis 

Up Neutral. 141 Model made 1~ t=s in tumble then trimmed 

in a steep glide 

Neutral. Neutral. 141 Model made t turn in tumble then trimmed in 

a steep glide 

Do"" Neutral. 147 Model made ~ t= in tumble then trimmed in 

a steep glide 

Dual vertical. tails 

(a) 'Model launched nose up to simulate a whip stell 

Up Ileutral. 141 Hodel made t turn in tumble then trims in a 

glide 

Neutral. Neutral. 141 Model made t to 1 turn in tumble then rolled 

about the longitudinal. body axis 

Dcnm Neutral. 147 Model makes ~ to ~ turn in tumble then trims 

in a glide with rolling and yawing 
oscillations 

(b) Model given an initial. pitching rotation about a lateral. axis 

Up lfeutral. 141 Mode11nBkes ~ turn then trims in a glide with 

yawing oscillations 

Neutral. Neutral. 141 
1 3 

Model makes 2 to 4' turn in tumble then glides 

out with rolling and yawing oscillations 

Dmm Neutral. 141 Model makes t turn in tumble then glides with 

slight rolling and yawing osc111ationa 
----:-_. 

, - 'Y"'~_ .' 



Ailerons tull 
f\ It alnst 
Launching rotation 
damps ln 3/4 turn; 
modol :ro1lo 
continually about 
long! tudinal body 
axlo: angle between 
thlo ox10 and. w1nd 
direction 10 580• 

Model roll. oonti
nually about 
longitudlnal body 
axls after about 
~ to 6 turn. ot 
launohing rotation; 
angle between 
longitudlnal body 
axl. and vlnd 
dlrectlon 18 710• 

Launchlng rotation 
damps in 1 tum; 
model roll. oonti
nually about 
longltudlnal body 
ax1B: anglo botwee 
thl. ",,10 and vlnd 
dlreotion 10 880 • 

. 

"Modo1 vould not .pln. 

CHART 1.- FR!l:-SPINIIING CHARACT£RISTICS or THE :rc,SCALE MOD£1. or THE CO~SO~IDAT£D WLT££ lIX-g13 AIRPLANE: WITH 
SINGLE VERTICAL TAIL 

I!lesign groo. veight (model loading 1 on table III and Ugure 4); landing gear retraoted; cockpit oloood; modol launchod ln 
an orect attitude vlth the rudder tiXed tull vith ~he direotlon ot rotation; rotation to pilot'o rlght] 

.oJdL' •• 1111 

Alloro 0 213 agalnst AUero • lf2 agalnot Al1crono 13 against AUero a 1/4 agalnst 
Allerono neutral 

Launohing rotation 
dampo 1n trom 2 
to 5 tumo: modol 
rema1ns 1n n 
stalled gUde 
turnlng olo"ly to 
tho right; anglu 

'ot at taok ot gUde 
ls 560 • 

AUorono 1/3 with 

Launchlng rotation 
damps ln 3 turn.; 
model romalno ln a 
stalled gUde 
turnlng slQ"ly to 

.--. 
• • • •••• 

i-
••• • • • •• 

• ••• • • • • •• 
• • • • • • • • •• 

AUerono tull with 

Launohlng rotat1on 
dnmpa 1n 1 turn: 
model remalno 1n 
stalled gUdo; 
angle ot attaok ot 
gUde 1. 6~o. 

Launching rotation 
do.mpo 1n 3 tumo; 
model rollo 
oontlnually about 
longitudlnal body 

Elevator axia; angle bctWOD 

...:;213~..:u:::p_-I ~~~~0f1~~ ~~d75~~d 
tho r1ght: angle Elevator 
~~ 5g5~Ck ot gUde 1-'2:.</""-,u,,,,-__ 

Elevator 
1/5 up 

Launohlng rotatlon 
damps ln 2-3J11 
turns; model rollo 
continually about 
longl tudina1 body 
axls: angle between 
thl. axle and vlnd 
dlreotion varlad 
for dlfferent tosts 
trom 310 to 690 • 

n 

a 

Launchlng rotatlon 
d_a ln 4-1/4 
turns; model rolls 
continually about 
longitudlnal body 
axlo; angle bewee 
this ax18 and vlnd 
dlreotlon vQ%'led 
Cor d1rterent 
testa frotl. 270 to 
~9°. 

Launchlng rotation 
damp. ln 5-1/2 
turns; model rolls 
continually about 
longl tudlno1 body 
axls: angle betwee 
thls axls and vlnd 
dlreotion varled 
tor dltterent 
teot. trom 120 to 
400 • ' 

n 

Launchlng rotatlon 
damps 1n 10 turns; 
model turns olovly 
to rlght vl th largo 

lUng 0.01110- , 
t1ona; angle ot 
attaok ln the gUdo 
varled trom 20 to 
300 tor dlrterent 
teats. 

unchlng rotatlon 
damps ln 3 turns: 
model rollo aont1-
ually about 

longltudlnal body 
axle; angle botween 

t~:c~~~~ ~~d6~~nd 

R 

Launohlng rotatlon 
ampo ln 7-1/2 

turno; model rolls 
ontlnually about 
ongltudlnal body 

axls; angle between 
thls axle and vlnd 
dlreotlon varlod 
tor dlfferent tests 
trom 160 to 570• 

unohlng rotaUon 
amps ln 5 tums: 
odel rolle conti
ually about 
ongHudlna1 body 
ls; angle betweon 

h1s axls and w1nd 
lrection varled 

for cUtterent teoto 
trom _50 to 280 • 

C-.. 
';j .. .. 0 
" : 
" &I 

a 
Launchlng rotllUon 
damp. ln trom 1/2 
to 1-1/4 turn.; 
model dlveo 
steeply., 

Launohlng rotation 
damp. ln Crom ;/4 
to 2-1/2 turns; 
model d1vGS to an 
lnverted a ttltudo 
ot _850 angle ot 
attaok. 

'Elevator neutral 

a 
Ln.unohlng rotat1on 
damp. ln 1-1/2 
:~~~iy ~odel dlveo 

Launohlng rotation 

~~m~~l}~ ~~~. ~-1/2 
model dlves to an 
lnverted att1tude 
ot -690 angle ot 
attaok. 

.i • • • • •• 
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Sill Lila i 1 
CHART 2.- FREE-SPINNING CHAPACTERISTICS OF THE 2QjSCALE MODEL OF THE CONSOLIDATED 

VULTEE MX-g13 AIRPLANE WITH-THE SINGLE VERTICAL TAIL AND THE WING FILLETS 
INSTALLED 

WeSign gross weight (model loading 1 on table III and figure 4); landing gear retracted; 
cockpit closed; model·1~unched in an erect attitude with the rudder fixed full with 
the direction of rotation; rotation to pilot's righ~ 

a 

Launching rotation 
damps in from 2 to 
5-1/2 turns; model 
rolls continually 
about longitudinal 
body axis; angle 
between this axis and 
wind direction is 460 

Ailerons 
1/3 against 77 

192 

a 

Launching rotation 
damps in 2-1/2 turns; 
model remains in a 
stalled glide turning 
slowly to the right; 
angle of attack of 
gl1de is 4go • 

a 

a 

Launching rotation 
damps in from 1-1/2 
to 2 turns; model 
remains in stalled 
glide; angle of 
attack of glide is 
430 • 

lU Launching rotation Ailerons 
damps in from 2-1/2 1/3 with 
to 4-1/2 turns; model .... ,...:;----
remains in stalled _ ~ 
gl1d~ i angle _ ~r attaa< 
of ll'L1de is 4<./0 

0.26 

a a 

Launching rotation 
damps in from 2 to 

r-----,------.Ailerons 3-1/2 turns; model 

Launching rotation 
damps in from 1 to 
2 turns; model remains 
in stalled glide; 
angle of attack of 
glide is 500 • 

gl o 
full remains in a stalled 

against glide turning slowly 
1-----+-----4-=----Jto the right; angle 

Ig6 

70 2D 

196 0.26 

Launching rotation 
damps in 6 turns; 
model oscillates 
Violently in roll 
and yaw with no 
distinct trim 
attitude. 

of attack of glide 
is 460 • 

a 

Launching rotation 
damps in 6-1/2 
turns; model dives 
into an inverted 
attitude. 

Ailerons 
full with 

a 

Launching rotation 
damps in 4 turns; 
model dives into an 
inverted attitude. 

~ --L _____________ ~ 

aModel would not spin. 
Model values 
converted to 
corresponding 
full-scale values. 
U inner wing up 
D inner wing down 

\.i££.J£.&~ 

oc: 
(deg) 

V 
(fps) 

rj 
(deg) 

.I.L. 
(rps) 
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CHART 3.- FREE-SPINNING CHARACTERISTICS OF THE 2~-SCALE MODEL OF THE CONSOLIDATED 

VULTEE MX-S13 AIRPLANE WITH DUAL>VERTICAL TAILS 

LPes1gn gross weight (model 10ad1ng 6 on table III and f1gure 4); land1ng gear retracted; 
cockp1t closed; model launched in an erect attitude with rudders fixed full w1th the 
direction of rotation; rotat1on 1nto pilot's righy 

., i 
M 
p ... 
CD a 
CD 
0 
Po 
al 
s:: 
0 ... .. ... 
'" s:: 
0 
() 

0, 

l. 

a 

a a 
gl I lU Launching rotat10n Launch1ng rotat1on 

199 I 0.36 damps 1n from 2 to damps in from 1 to 
4-3/4 turns; model 2 turns; model 
rema1ns 1n a stalled pitched into a dive; Launching rotation glide turning slowly angle of attack of damps 1n from 4 to to the r1ght; angle dive is 170• 9-1/2 turns; model of attack of g11de oscillates Violently 1s 610. 

in roll and yaw go1ng Il. Il. 
from erect to invert- ::s ::s 
ed attitude repeated- ~ ~ 
ly. C\J CI/ 

~ ~ 
0 0 .. .. 
as as 
~ ~ ., ., 
M M 

a r.I a r.I 

Ailerons 
1/3 aga1nst 

Launch1ng rotation 
damps 1n from 3-1/2 
to g turns; model 
oscillates v101ently 
1n roll and yaw go1ng 
from erect to 1nverted 
att1tudes repeatedly. 

Launching rotat10n 
damps 1n 1-1/4 turns; 
model rema1ns 1n 
stalled glide; angle 
of oat tack of glide is 
60 • 

A1lerons 
1/3 With 

a 

Launching rotation 
damps 1n from 10 to Launching rotation 
15 turns; model A11erons damps 1n from 4 to 
OSCillates Violently full 7-1/2 turns; model 
in roll and yaw going aga1nst dives steeply. /A1lerons 

full with from erect to invert-~~------~ 
ed attitudes repeateG 
ly. 

a 

Launching rotation 
damps 1n 12 turns; 
model pitches to a 
steep att1tude 
tend1ng to go 1nvert
ed. 

aModel would not spin. 

a 

Launch1ng rotation 
damps in 3 turns; 
model d1ves steeply 
tend1ng to go 
1nverted. 

Model values 
converted to 
correspond1ng 
full-scale values. 
U inner 

a 

a 

Launch1ng rotation 
damps 1n 2 turns; 
mO,del dives steeply 
rolling with the 
ailerons. 

Launching rotation 
damps in 4-1/2 turns; 
model d1ves steeply 
tend1ng to go 
1nverted. 

a:: 
(deg) 

v 
(fpe) 

" (deg) 

.L"l. 
(rpe) 
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:m11].'.. ~ 
CHART ~.- INVERTED SPINNING CHAPACTERISTICS OF THE zo-SCALE HODEL OF THE 

CONSOLIDATED VULT~E MX-g13 AIRPLANE WITH SINGLE VERTICAL TAIL 

meslgn gross welght (mode~ loadlng ~ on tab~e III and flgure ~); landlng gear retracted; 
cockplt closed; model launched ln an lnverted attltude wlth the rudders flxed full wlth 
the dlrectlon of rotatlon except as otherwlse lndlcated; rotatlon to pl10t's rlght; 
recoverles attempted by rudder reversa~ 

I l~D 

1 

a Launching rotation 
damps in ~ turns; 
model rolls contlnual 
ly about longltudlnal 
body axls; angle 
between this axls and 
wlnd direction ls 
goo. 

b 

Launchlng rotatlon 
damps ln 4-1/2 turns; 
model rolls erect 
then contlnues rollln! 
about the longltudlnru 
body axls or remalns 
ln a glide. 

b 

Launching rotatlon 
damps in 1-1/2 turns; 
model rolls erect 
and continues rolllng 
about longltudinal 
body axis; angle 
between thls axls 
and wlnd dlrection 
ls about ~9°. 

~~D 

210 0.37 I 
Launchlng rotatlon 
damps in 3 turns; 
model rolls erect 

Stick a Launching rotatlon 
1/3 rlght damps ln 3 turns; 
~;""""';;""---I model rolls con tlnua1-

ID 
o.~ 

ly about longitudinal 
body axis; angle 
between thls axls 
and wind direction 
is 550 • 

b 

'" H 
al 

~ 
o 

'" ...: 
() 
..... ... 
II) 

and continUes rolling 
about longltudinal 
body axis; angle 
between this axis 
and wind directlon 
is about 350• 

b 

Stick 
1/3 left 

Launchlng rotation 
damps in l-3A turns; 
model rolls erect 

Launching rotation 
damps ln from 2 to 

Stick 2-1/2 turns; model 
a Launching rotation right rolls erect then 

damps in 5 turns; ... .,......,.----1 continues rolling 
Stlck and continues rolling 

l~~l~e_f_t_~-Iabout longitudinal 
(Controls body axis; angle 
crossed) between this axis 

model rolls contlnual (Controls about the longitudl-
ly about longltudi- together) nal body axis or 
nal body axls; angle remalns ln a glide. 

b 

between this axis 
and wlnd direction 
ill 550 • 

Launch1ng rotat10n 
damps in 4-1/2 turns; 
model rolls erect 
remaining ln a 
stalled gllde with 
rolllng and pitchlng 
oscl1lations; angle 
of attack in the 0 
gllde varled from 16 
to 600 durlng a test. 

aModel launched with rudder f1xed 
full agalnst the dlrect10n of 
rotation. 

~odel would not spin. 

b 

Launch1ng rotat10n 
damps in 1-3Jli. turns; 
model rolls erect and 
cont1nues roll1ng 
about the 10ng1tudi
nal body axls. 

j·lodel values 
converted to 
correspondlng 
full-scale values. 
U 1nner w1ng up 
Dinner wlng down 

_IF_HiI_) 

and wind direction 
varylng frOD 290 to 
~lo for different 
tests. 

b 

Launchlng rotat10n 
damps in 1-1/2 turns; 
model rolls erect and 
cont1nues rol11ng 
about long1 tudinal 
body axls; angle 
between th1s axis 
and w1nd direct10n ls 
about 5~0. 

a: '1 
(deg) (deg) 

V ....n.. 
(fps) (rps) 

Turns for recovery 
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fall shown in phantom 
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Figure 1. - Drawing of a 2~ -scale model of the Consolidated Vultee MX -813 

airplane as tested in the free-spinning tunnel. Center of gravity is shown 
for the design gross weight loading. 
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(a) Single -vertical-taU configuration. 

(b) Dual-vertical-tail configuration. 

Figure 2. - Photographs of the io -scale model of the Consolidated Vultee 

MX-813 airplane, 
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FIgure 3.- The ..1.-scale model of the Consolidated Vultee MX-813 airplane 
20 

mounted for longitudinal-trim tests in the Langley 20 ~foot spin tunnel. 
CON FI DENTIAL 
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Vo/ves 

o -2.0D 
Iy-IZ 

-400 -600 -BOO 
ReJalive moss d/sfribtlTion 

rnbd. Increased %nq the wings 
.,. 

-
Figure 4. - Inertia parameters for loadings possible on the Consolidated 

Vultee MX -813 airplane and for loadings tested on the 2~ -scale model. 
(Points are for loadings listed in table ill.) 
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Figure 5.- Elevon deflections used on the 20 -scale model of the MX-813 

airplane for various control stick positions for the single- or dual-vertical-
tail configurations. ssm J8ir:"i4L~ 
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Figure 6. -. Aerodynamic characteristics of the .1.. -scale model of the Consolidated Vultee MX -813 
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Figure 6( d) • - Comparison of pitching-moment data for the J:.. -scale spin model and a 1 -scale 
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wind-tunnel model tested in the GALCIT 10-foot wind tunnel. V = 0°; 0e = 0°; 0a = 0°; 
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Figure 7.- Typical motion of the 2~ -scale model of the MX-813 airplane with 

the ailerons set against the spin, following launching with spinning rotation. 
Camera speed 64 frames per second. ~ 
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